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We apply the method of QCD light-cone sum rules to calculate nonfactorizable contributions to the B
→J/cK decay and estimate soft nonfactorizable corrections to the a2 parameter. The corrections appear to be
positive, favoring the positive sign of a2, in agreement with recent theoretical considerations and experimental
data. Our result also confirms expectations that in the color-suppressed decay nonfactorizable corrections are
sizable.
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In nonleptonic decays of a B meson one can study the
effects of hadronization, perturbative as well as nonperturba-
tive dynamics, final state interaction effects, and CP viola-
tion. Measurements of exclusive nonleptonic B decays have
reached sufficient precision to challenge our theoretical
knowledge of such decays. It became clear that calculations
have to reduce their theoretical uncertainties in order to make
real use of data. Nowadays there exist several approaches
which shed more light on the dynamical background of ex-
clusive nonleptonic decays. The most exploited ones are
QCD factorization @1# and the perturbative PQCD approach
@2#. The PQCD model assumes that the two-body nonlep-
tonic amplitude is perturbatively calculable if the Sudakov
suppression is implemented to the calculation. In QCD fac-
torization one can show the factorization of the weak decay
amplitude at the leading order 1/mb level and can systemati-
cally consider perturbatively calculable nonleading terms of
1/mb expansion. None of these approaches can take nonper-
turbative O(1/mb) terms into account, but there is no evi-
dence that such terms are negligible.
The B→J/cK decay is interesting for several reasons.
There is a large discrepancy between the experiment and the
~naive! factorization prediction. The naive factorization is
based on the assumption that the nonleptonic amplitude ~ob-
tained in terms of matrix elements of four-quark operators by
using the effective weak Hamiltonian! can be expressed as a
product of matrix elements of two hadronic ~bilinear! cur-
rents. It also predicts vanishing matrix elements of four-
quark operators with the mismatch of the color indices. The
naive factorization hypothesis has been confirmed experi-
mentally only for class-I B→D (*)M (M5p ,r ,a1 ,Ds ,Ds*)
decays. On the other hand, B→J/cK is the color-suppressed
~class-II! decay and therefore a significant impact of nonfac-
torizable contributions is expected.
Effects of a violation of the factorization hypothesis in the
B→J/cK mode have been, up to now, calculated by using
different theoretical methods, resulting in the sign ambiguity
of the decay amplitude, i.e., a2 parameter @a2 parameter is
the effective coefficient of four-quark operators in the weak
Hamiltonian; it is defined below by Eqs. ~14! and ~15!#. The
QCD sum rule approach @3# predicted a negative value for
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calculation done in QCD factorization @5# gave the positive
value for the a2 parameter. Moreover, a detailed analysis of
the experimentally determined B meson branching ratios, al-
though by assuming the universality of the a2 parameter,
gives conclusive evidence that generally the a2 parameter
should be positive @6#. On the contrary, the negative value of
a2 would indicate that the 1/Nc term and the nonfactorizable
part in the amplitude tend to cancel and would therefore
confirm the large Nc hypothesis @7#. The validity of this hy-
pothesis was established in two-body D meson decays,
while, up to now, different attempts failed to prove this as-
sumption for B decays ~see, e.g., the discussion in @8#!. How-
ever, the sign ambiguity of a2 cannot be solved experimen-
tally by considering the B→J/cK decay alone. One of the
possibilities is to consider the interference between the short-
and long-distance contributions to B→Kl1l2 @9#.
Nonfactorizable corrections due to the exchange of hard
gluons were calculated at O(as) in QCD factorization. In
this paper we concentrate on the light-cone sum rules
~LCSR! estimation of soft nonfactorizable contributions in
the B→J/cK decay coming from the exchange of soft glu-
ons between the J/c and the kaon. The calculation is based
on the LCSR method of Ref. @10#. This method enables a
consistent calculation of nonperturbative corrections of had-
ronic amplitudes inside the same framework reducing there-
fore the model uncertainties.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss the
results of the ~naive! factorization method in Sec. II. The
LCSR for the B→J/cK decay is derived in Sec. III. Next, to
show the consistency of the method, we prove the factoriza-
tion of the leading order contribution in Sec. IV. In Sec. V,
the calculation of the soft nonfactorizable corrections is done
by including twist-3 and twist-4 contributions. Section VI
assembles the numerical results. In Sec. VII, using the results
of calculation, we discuss the impact of the nonfactorizable
term on the factorization assumption and the implications of
the results. A conclusion is given in Sec. VIII.
II. FACTORIZATION HYPOTHESIS AND
NONFACTORIZABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
The part of the effective weak Hamiltonian relevant for
the B→J/cK decay can be written in the form©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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GF
A2
VcbVcs* @C1~m!O11C2~m!O2# , ~1!
which can be further expressed as
HW5
GF
A2
VcbVcs* F S C2~m!1 C1~m!3 DO212C1~m!O˜ 2G ,
~2!
where
O25~c¯Gmc !~s¯Gmb !, O˜ 25S c¯Gm la2 c D S s¯Gm la2 b D .
~3!
Here Gm5gm(12g5), Vi j’s are CKM matrix elements and
la’s are SU(3) color matrices. C1(m) and C2(m) are short-
distance Wilson coefficients computed at the renormalization
scale m;O(mb). The O˜ 2 operator appears after the
projection of the color-mismatched quark fields in O1
5(c¯Gmb)(s¯Gmc) to a color singlet state:
O15
1
Nc
O212O˜ 2 . ~4!
The 1/Nc term is the origin of the factor 1/3 in Eq. ~2!.
Under the assumption that the matrix element for the B
→J/cK decay factorizes, the matrix element of the O˜ 2 op-
erator vanishes because of the color conservation and the rest
can be written as
^J/cKuHWuB&5
GF
A2
VcbVcs* FC2~m!1 C1~m!3 G
3^J/cKuO 2uB& factF11O~as!1OS LQCDmb D G , ~5!
where the second and the third term represent hard and soft
corrections to the factorizable amplitude, respectively.
The factorized matrix element of the operator O2 is given
by
^J/c~p !K~q !uO2uB~p1q !& fact
5^J/c~p !uc¯Gmcu0&^K~q !us¯GmbuB~p1q !&
52eqmJ/c f J/cFBK1 ~mJ/c2 !, ~6!
where meson momenta are explicitly specified and p2
5mJ/c
2
. The J/c decay constant is defined by the relation
^J/c~p !uc¯gmcu0&5 f J/cmJ/cem ~7!
with em being the J/c polarization vector which satisfies the
condition ep50. The f J/c denotes the J/c decay constant
determined by the experimental leptonic width G(J/c
→l1l2)55.2660.37 keV by using the leading order calcu-
lation:03400f J/c5405614 MeV. ~8!
The FBK
1 form factor is defined through the decomposition
^K~q !us¯gmbuB~p1q !&5~2q1p !mFBK
1 ~p2!
1
mB
2 2mK
2
q2
pm@2FBK
1 ~p2!1FBK
0 ~p2!# ~9!
and estimated from the light-cone sum rules @11,12# has the
value
FBK
1 ~mJ/c
2 !50.5560.05. ~10!
By neglecting corrections in Eq. ~5!, the ~naive! factoriza-
tion expression for the B→J/cK decay emerges. Taking into
account the NLO Wilson coefficients calculated in the naive
dimensional regularization ~NDR! scheme @13# for m
5mb¯ (mb)54.40 GeV and LMS¯
(5)
5225 MeV,
C1mb¯ ~mb!51.082, C2mb¯ ~mb!520.185 ~11!
and using the B meson lifetime t(B6)51.65360.28 ps, we
obtain for the branching ratio in the naive factorization
B~B→J/cK !fact53.331024, ~12!
with the uncertainties in the order of 30%. This has to be
compared with the recent measurements @14#
B~B1→J/cK1!5~10.160.360.5!31024,
B~B0→J/cK0!5~8.360.460.5!31024. ~13!
Obviously there is a large discrepancy between the naive
factorization prediction ~12! and the experiment.
Returning to the expression for the B→J/cK amplitude
~5!, the corrections are given as an expansion in 1/mb and
as . Apart from the O(as) corrections to the factorizable
part, there are also nonfactorizable corrections, which can be
either due to a hard gluon exchange or due to a soft gluon
exchange @denoted in Eq. ~5! as O(as) or O(LQCD /mb) cor-
rections, respectively# between J/c and the B2K system.
To be able to discuss the impact of the nonfactorizable
terms, it is usual to parametrize the ^J/cKuHWuB& amplitude
in terms of the a2 parameter as @6,8#
^J/cKuHWuB&5A2GFVcbVcs* eqmJ/c f J/cFBK1 ~mJ/c2 !a2 .
~14!
The effective parameter a2 is defined by
a25C2~m!1
C1~m!
3 12C1~m!
F˜ BK
1 ~m!
FBK
1 ~mJ/c
2 !
. ~15!4-2
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1 represents the nonfactoriz-
able contribution from the O˜ 2 operator
^J/cKuO˜ 2uB&52eqmJ/c f J/cF˜ BK1 ~m! ~16!
and F˜ BK
1 50 corresponds to the naive factorization result, Eq.
~6!.
Because there is no explicit m dependence of matrix ele-
ment ~6!, the m dependence of a2 needs to be canceled by
the nonfactorizable term. The nonvanishing nonfactorizable
part is also required in order to suppress the strong renormal-
ization scheme dependence of the effective parameter a2
@15#.
Using the parametrization ~14! we can extract the a2 co-
efficient from the experiment. From the measurements ~13!
one obtains
ua2
expu50.2960.03, ~17!
with the undetermined sign of a2.
On the other hand, with the NLO Wilson coefficients from
Eq. ~11!, the naive factorization yields
a2,NLO
fact 5C2~mb!1
C1~mb!
3 50.176, ~18!
which is significantly below the value extracted from the
experiment.
Following @8#, in Fig. 1 we show the partial width for B
→J/cK as a function of the nonfactorizable amplitude F˜ BK .
The zero value of F˜ BK corresponds to the factorizable pre-
diction. There exist two ways to satisfy the experimental
demands on the F˜ BK . According to the large 1/Nc rule as-
sumption @7#, one can argue that there is a cancellation be-
tween the 1/Nc piece of the factorizable part and the nonfac-
torizable contribution, ~15!. That would demand a relatively
small and negative value of F˜ BK . The other possibility is to
have even smaller, but positive values for F˜ BK , which then
FIG. 1. The partial width G(B→J/cK) as a function of the
nonfactorizable amplitude F˜ BK .03400compensate for the overall smallness of the factorizable part
and bring the theoretical estimation of a2 in agreement with
experiment.
One can note significant m dependence of the theoretical
expectation for the partial width in Fig. 1, which brings an
uncertainty in the prediction for F˜ BK(m) of the order of
30%. This uncertainty is even more pronounced for the posi-
tive solutions of F˜ BK(m). The values for F˜ BK1 extracted from
experiments,
F˜ BK
1 ~mb!50.028 or F˜ BK
1 ~mb!520.120,
F˜ BK
1 ~mb/2!50.046 or F˜ BK
1 ~mb/2!520.095, ~19!
clearly illustrate the m sensitivity of the nonfactorizable part.
In the following we will calculate the nonfactorizable
contribution F˜ BK
1
, which appears due to the exchange of soft
gluons, by using the QCD light-cone sum rule method.
III. LIGHT-CONE SUM RULE FOR JÕcKzOzB
A. The correlator
To estimate the soft-gluon exchange contributions to B
→J/cK we use the method developed in @10# for the B
→pp case. In this approach one considers the correlation
function:
Fn~p ,q ,k !5i2 E d4xe2i(p1q)xE d4yei(p2k)y
3^K~q !uT$ jnJ/c~y !O~0 ! j5B~x !%u0& , ~20!
where jnJ/c5c¯gnc and j5B5mbb¯ ig5u are currents interpolat-
ing the J/c and B2 meson fields, respectively. The correlator
is a function of three independent momenta, chosen by con-
venience to be q , p2k and k. Diagrammatically the cor-
relator is shown in Fig. 2.
Here, it is important to emphasize the role of the unphysi-
cal k momentum in the weak vertex. It was introduced in
order to avoid that the B meson four-momenta before (pB)
and after the decay (P) are the same, Fig. 2. In such a way,
one avoids a continuum of light contributions in the disper-
sion relation in the B-channel. These contributions, like
DD¯ s* or D*D¯ s , have masses much smaller than the ground
state B meson mass and spoil the extraction of the physical B
state. Also, they are not exponentially suppressed by the
Borel transformation ~see, for example, the discussion in
@16#!.
The correlator ~20! for nonvanishing k is a function of six
independent kinematical invariants. Four of them are taken
to be the external momenta squared: (p1q)2, (p2k)2, q2,
and k2, and additionally we take P25(p2k1q)2 and p2.
We neglect the small corrections of the order O(mK2 /mB2 ) and
take q25mK
2 50. Also, we set k250. The p2 momentum is
for the moment kept undefined, in order to be able to make
unrestricted derivation of the sum rules. Its value is going to
be set later, by considering the twist-2 calculation of the
factorizable part, Sec. IV, and will be chosen p25mJ/c
2 in4-3
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J/c and the B meson are represented by the currents j J/c(p2k) and jB(p1q), respectively. The square stands for the Oi four-quark weak
operators.order to reproduce the factorization result, Eq. ~6!. Further-
more, we take (p2k)2, (p1q)2, and P2 spacelike and large
in order to stay away from the hadronic thresholds in both,
the J/c and the B channel. Altogether we have
q25k250, p25mJ/c
2
, u~p2k !u2@LQCD ,
u~p1q !u2@LQCD , uPu2@LQCD . ~21!
B. Derivation
The first step is the derivation of the dispersion relation
from the correlator ~20!. Inserting a complete set of hadronic
states with the J/c quantum numbers between the J/c cur-
rent and the weak operator in Eq. ~20! gives us the follow-
ing:
Fn5
mJ/c f J/c
mJ/c
2 2~p2k !2 (l
en*
(l)P~p1q !2,P2,p2,e (l)qi
1E
s0
h(J/c)
‘
ds
rh ,n
J/cs ,~p1q !2,P2,p2
s2~p2k !2
, ~22!
where qi5p ,q ,k and e (l)(p2k)50. The sum runs over
the polarizations of J/c . The lowest state contribution satis-
fies
^0uc¯gncuJ/c~p2k ,e (l)!&5mJ/c f J/cen*(l) ~23!
and (p2k)25mJ/c2 . In Eq. ~22!, rh ,nJ/c and s0h(J/c) are the
spectral density and the threshold mass squared of the lowest
excited resonances and continuum states of the J/c channel,
respectively.
The hadronic matrix element of interest is denoted by
P~p1q !2,P2,p2,e (l)qi
5iE d4xe2i(p1q)x
3^J/c~p2k ,e (l)!K~q !uT$O~0 ! j5B~x !%u0&.
~24!03400On the other hand, for spacelike (p2k)2!mJ/c2 far away
from the poles associated with the resonances and continuum
states, the correlator Fn can be calculated in QCD in terms of
the quark and gluon degrees of freedom and written in a
form of a dispersion relation as
Fn5
1
pE4m
c
2
‘
ds
ImsFns ,~p1q !2,P2,p2
s2~p2k !2
, ~25!
with the kinematical decomposition
Fn5~p2k !nF (p2k)1knF (k)1qnF (q)
1enabg~p2k !akbqgF (e). ~26!
By assuming quark-hadron duality one substitutes the
hadronic spectral density rh ,n
J/c in Eq. ~22! with the one cal-
culable in QCD and replaces s0h(J/c) with the effective thresh-
old of the perturbative continuum, s0
J/c
, i.e.:
rh ,n
J/cs ,~p1q !2,P2,p2Q~s2s0h(J/c)!
5
1
p
ImsFns ,~p1q !2,P2,p2Q~s2s0J/c!. ~27!
By matching the hadronic relation ~22! with the QCD
calculation ~25! one obtains the sum rule expression
mJ/c f J/c
mJ/c
2 2~p2k !2 (l
en*
(l)P~p1q !2,P2,p2,e (l)qi
5
1
pE4m
c
2
s0
J/c
ds
ImsFns ,~p1q !2,P2,p2
s2~p2k !2
. ~28!
In order to reduce the impact of the approximation ~27!
and to suppress contributions from excited and continuum
states, as usually done for quarkonium systems one performs
n derivations in the momentum (p2k)2 and receives
n-moment sum rule for the correlator P(p
1q)2,P2,p2,e (l)qi of the form4-4
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l
en*
(l)P~p1q !2,P2,p2,e (l)qi
5
1
p mJ/c f J/cE4mc2
s0
J/c
ds
~mJ/c
2 1Q02!n11
~s1Q02!n11
3ImsFns ,~p1q !2,P2,p2, ~29!
where Q0 is the sum rule parameter and that role will be
discussed later, in Sec. VI.
We proceed by using the analytical properties of the
P(p1q)2,P2,p2,e (l)qi amplitude in the (p1q)2 vari-
able of the B-channel and insert in Eq. ~24! the complete set
of hadronic states with the B meson quantum numbers which
yields
(
l
en*
(l)P~p1q !2,P2,p2,e (l)qi5
mB
2 f B
mB
2 2~p1q !2
3(
l
en*
(l)^J/c~p2k ,e (l)!K~q !uO~0 !uB~p1q !&
1E
s0
h(B)
‘
ds8
rh ,n
B ~s8,P2,p2!
s82~p1q !2
. ~30!
In above, as before, it is assumed that in the last term the
polarization sum is already done.
The QCD part, given by the right-hand side of Eq. ~29!
and rewritten in a form of the dispersion relation, now in the
(p1q)2 variable, exposes the form of the double dispersion
relation as
1
pE4m
c
2
s0
J/c
ds
~mJ/c
2 1Q02!n11
~s1Q02!n11
ImsFns ,~p1q !2,P2,p2
5
1
p2
E
4m
c
2
s0
J/c
ds
~mJ/c
2 1Q02!n11
~s1Q02!n11
E
mb
2
f 1(s ,P2,p2) ds8
s82~p1q !2
3Ims8ImsFn~s ,s8,P2,p2!. ~31!
From the Maldestam representation of the kinetic variables
one can see that the integration limit of the s8 variable is
going in general to depend on s , P2, and p2 and we denoted
these dependence by f 1(s ,P2,p2). In the following, those
terms which disappear after taking moments in the J/c chan-
nel and after making the Borel transform in the B-channel are
neglected.
In order to subtract the continuum of B states, we ex-
change the order of the integration in Eq. ~31! and use quark-
hadron duality in B channel in a sense that the spectral den-
sity rh
B is approximated by the s8>s0
B part of the double
dispersion integral ~31!, where s0
B is the effective threshold
of the perturbative continuum in the B channel. Therefore03400mB
2 f B
mB
2 2~p1q !2
(
l
en*
(l)^J/c~p2k ,e (l)!
3K~q !uO~0 !uB~p1q !&
5
1
p2 mJ/c f J/c
E
4m
c
2
s0
J/c
ds
~mJ/c
2 1Q02!n11
~s1Q02!n11
3E
mb
2
f 2(s ,s0
B
,P2,p2) ds8
s82~p1q !2
3Ims8ImsFn~s ,s8,P2,p2! ~32!
and after the Borel transformation in (p1q)2 variable, we
can further write
(
l
en*
(l)^J/c~p2k ,e (l)!K~q !uO~0 !uB~p1q !&
5
1
p2 mJ/c f J/cmB2 f B
E
4m
c
2
s0
J/c
ds
~mJ/c
2 1Q02!n11
~s1Q02!n11
3E
mb
2
f 2(s ,s0
B
,P2,p2)ds8e (mB
2
2s8)/M2
3Ims8ImsFn~s ,s8,P2,p2!. ~33!
In the above, M is the Borel parameter and the function f 2 is
the upper limit of the s integral after subtraction of con-
tinuum of B channel.
Further, to extract the kinematical structure of interests,
we decompose the matrix element ^J/c(p
2k ,e (l))K(q)uO(0)uB(p1q)& as
^J/c~p2k ,e (l)!K~q !uO~0 !uB~p1q !&
5eqA (q)1ekA (k)1eaearsj~p2k !rksqj A (e).
~34!
By inserting this expansion in the expression ~33!, after
the summation of the polarization vectors
(
l
en*
(l)ea
(l)5S 2gna1 ~p2k !n~p2k !a
~p2k !2 D ~35!
one obtains the sum rule for different kinematical structures:
2knA (k)2qnA (q)2enrsj~p2k !rqskjA (e)
1~p2k !nS ~p2k !k
~p2k !2
A (k)1
~p2k !q
~p2k !2
A (q)D
4-5
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1
p2 mJ/c f J/cmB2 f B
E
4m
c
2
s0
J/c
ds
~mJ/c
2 1Q02!n11
~s1Q02!n11
3E
mb
2
f 2(s ,s0
B
,P2,p2)ds8e (mB
2
2s8)/M2
3Ims8Ims@kn F
(k)1qn F (q)1~p2k !nF (p2k)
1enrsj~p2k !rqskj F (e)# . ~36!
The coefficient function in front of (p2k)n looks like
A (p2k)5S ~p2k !k
~p2k !2
A (k)1
~p2k !q
~p2k !2
A (q)D , ~37!
which is a consequence of the conserved J/c current. The
sum rule expression for the A (p2k) part reads
A (p2k)5
1
p2 mJ/c f J/cmB2 f B
E
4m
c
2
s0
J/c
ds
~mJ/c
2 1Q02!n11
~s1Q02!n11
3E
mb
2
f 2(s ,s0
B
,P2,p2)ds8e (mB
2
2s8)/M2
3Ims8ImsF
(p2k)~s ,s8,P2,p2!. ~38!
At the end we analytically continue P2 to P2>0, and
choose P25mB
2
. This enables the extraction of the physical
matrix element because the unphysical momentum k disap-
pears from the ground state contribution, due to the simulta-
neous conditions applied, P25mB
2 and (p1q)25mB2 . From
Eqs. ~34! and ~37! follows
^J/c~p ,e (l)!K~q !uO~0 !uB~p1q !&
5eqA (q)~P25mB2 !5eq
2p2
mB
2 2p2
A (p2k)~P25mB
2 !
~39!
and the final sum rule relation for the physical matrix ele-
ment ^J/c(p ,e (l))K(q)uO(0)uB(p1q)& takes the form
^J/c~p ,e (l)!K~q !uO~0 !uB~p1q !&
52eqmJ/c f J/cH 1
p2 f J/c2
E
4m
c
2
s0
J/c
ds
~mJ/c
2 1Q02!n11
~s1Q02!n11
1
mB
2 f B
3E
mb
2
f 2(s ,s0
B
,mB
2
,p2)ds8e (mB
2
2s8)/M2
3F p2
mJ/c
2 ~mB
2 2p2!
Ims8ImsF
(p2k)~s ,s8,mB
2
,p2!G J .
~40!
Some comments are in order. The B→J/cK case seems
to be much more complicated than the decay of a B meson to
two light pions discussed in @10#. The complication does not03400appear only due to the massive c quarks, or the vector struc-
ture of the J/c current, but mainly due to the local duality
assumption in the J/c channel, which is expected to work
much worse than in the pion channel in the B→pp decay.
Although it is possible to stay away from the excited and
resonant hadronic states in the J/c channel, one can still
expect that there will be an influence of the c8 resonance,
which, in a more precise calculation has to be taken into
account explicitly. The technical difficulties which are in-
duced by the fact that the value of the P2 parameter is close
to the hadronic threshold of J/c are left for the discussion in
Sec. V.
IV. FACTORIZATION IN THE LIGHT-CONE SUM
RULE APPROACH
We first consider the contribution of the O2 operator. As
we have shown in the Introduction, this operator contributes
to the factorizable part of the matrix element
^J/c(p ,e (l))K(q)uHWuB(p1q)&.
The main contribution comes from the diagram shown in
Fig. 2, where for O5O2 there is no interaction between the
charm loop and the B2K system at the leading level. There-
fore the calculation of this contribution is rather simple. Ac-
cording to the expression ~40!, the (p2k)n part of the cor-
relation function ~20!, F (p2k) needs to be calculated and its
double imaginary part has to be extracted. The calculation
proceeds in several steps. One inserts first explicitly the J/c
and B currents in Eq. ~20!, and takes the expression ~3! for
the operator O2. The c-quarks are contracted to a cc¯ -loop
and can be then independently integrated. The contraction of
b-fields produces a free b-quark propagator and the rest of
the fields are organized into the leading, twist-2 kaon distri-
bution amplitude fK . Explicitly, we obtain
Ftw2
(p2k)5
mb
2 f K
4p2
E
4m
c
2
‘ ds
s2~p2k !2
q~p2k !S 11 2mc2
s
D
3A124mc2/sE
0
1
du
fK~u !
mb
22~p1qu !2
, ~41!
where fK(u) is the kaon twist-2 distribution amplitude de-
fined by
^K~q !us¯~0 !gmg5u~x !u0&52iqm f KE
0
1
dueiuqxfK~u !.
~42!
The first integral in Eq. ~41!, apart from the kinematical
factor q(p2k), is nothing else but the charm loop contri-
bution to the vacuum polarization calculated in the sum rule
approach @17#. The second integral, considered in the leading
twist approximation, reduces exactly to the light-cone twist-2
expression for the FBK
1 form factor @11,12#. This part, with
the substitution u5(mb22p2)/(s82p2), can be rewritten in a
dispersion form as4-6
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0
1
du
fK~u !
mb
22~p1qu !2
5E
mb
2
‘ ds8
s82~p1q !2
1
s82p2
fKu~s8!. ~43!
In such a way the expression ~41! receives the needed double
dispersion form from which the double imaginary part in s
and s8 variables can be trivially extracted.
The contribution of the O2 operator to the B→JcK ma-
trix element then follows from the sum rule relation ~40!:
^J/c~p ,e (l)!K~q !uO2~0 !uB~p1q !& tw2
52eq mJ/cf J/c F ~mJ/c2 1Q02!n114p2 E4mc2s0J/c ds~s1Q02!n11
3S 11 2mc2
s
DA124mc2/s p2
mJ/c
2
S 12 s
mB
2 D
S 12 p2
mB
2 D G
3F f Kmb22 f BmB2 Emb2s0B ds8s82p2 e (mB2 2s8)/M2fKS mb
22p2
s82p2
D G
.2eqmJ/c f J/cFB→K1 ~p2!. ~44!
Here we see that the amplitude
^J/c(p ,e (l))K(q)uO2(0)uB(p1q)& factorizes and in a good
approximation the factorizable expression for the
^J/c(p ,e (l))K(q)uO2(0)uB(p1q)& amplitude, given by Eq.
~6!, is recovered for p25mJ/c
2
. In the first parenthesis, apart
from the small (12s/mB2 )/(12mJ/c2 /mB2 ) correction, there is
the leading order expression for the f J/c2 in the QCD sum rule
approach. The correction is the result of calculation with the
nonvanishing k momentum. The second parenthesis in Eq.
~44! gives the twist-2 contribution to the FBK
1 (p2) form fac-
tor. By reproducing the factorization result for p25mJ/c
2
, we
fix the value p25mJ/c
2 also in the further calculation.
V. SOFT NONFACTORIZABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
IN THE LCSR APPROACH
For a discussion of nonfactorizable contributions to the
B→J/cK decay, we need to do a systematic as and twist
expansion of the correlator ~20!.
After explicit insertion of the interpolating J/c and B me-
son currents and the operator O2 or O˜ 2, the correlation func-
tion ~20! can be written in the form:03400Fn~p ,q ,k !5mbE d4xe2i(p1q)xE d4yei(p2k)yA jkAlm
3^K~q !uTr@gnSi j~y ,0umc!GmSki~0,y umc!#
3s¯lGmSmn~0,xumb!g5unu0&, ~45!
where i , j ,k ,l ,m ,n are color indices, S(x ,y um) are quark
propagators defined in Eq. ~46! below, and Ai j5d i j or Ai j
5Ti j5(la/2) i j for the insertion of the O2 or O˜ 2 operator,
respectively.
The as and twist expansion is achieved by considering the
light-cone expression for quark propagators. Up to terms
proportional to G, the propagation of a massive quark in the
external gluon field in the Fock-Schwinger gauge is given by
@18#
Si j~x1 ,x2um ![2i^0uT$qi~x1! q¯ j~x2!%u0&
5E d4k
~2p!4
e2ik(x12x2)H k1mk22m2 d i j
2E
0
1
dvgsGa
mn@vx11~12v !x2#S la2 D
i j
3F12 k1m~k22m2!2 smn2 1k22m2
3v~x12x2!mgnG J . ~46!
From the above, considering the color structure of the O2
operator, we can easily deduce that the nonfactorizable con-
tribution from this operator appears first at the two-gluon
level and is therefore of O(as2). On the contrary, nonfactor-
izable corrections from the O˜ 2 operator are already given by
the one-gluon exchange. The leading hard nonfactorizable
contributions are due to the exchange of a hard gluon be-
tween the c-quark ~antiquark! and one of the remaining b , u¯ ,
or s quarks, see Fig. 2. These contributions emerge at the
two-loop level and although they are calculable in LCSR,
their calculation is technically very demanding and will not
be discussed in this paper.
Insertion of the gluonic term of the propagator
Si j(y ,0,mc) or Ski(0,y ,mc) yields the contributions repre-
sented in Fig. 3. These are the leading soft nonfactorizable
contributions. In terms of the light-cone expansion they are
of the higher twist and described by the three particle kaon
distribution amplitudes defined by the following matrix ele-
ments: twist-3 distribution amplitude
^0us¯~0 !smng5Gab~vy !u~x !uK1~q !&
5i f 3K@~qaqmgbn2qbqmgan!2~qaqngbm
2qbqngam!#E Da if3K~a i ,m!e2iq(xa11yva3);
~47!4-7
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contributions to the correlation
function ~20!.twist-4 distribution amplitudes
^0us¯~0 !igmG˜ ab~vy !u~x !uK1~q !&
5qm
qaxb2qbxa
qx f KE Da if˜ uu~a i ,m!e2iq(xa11yva3)
1~gma
’ qb2gmb
’ qa!E Da if˜’~a i ,m!e2iq(xa11yva3),
~48!
^0us¯~0 !gmg5Gab~vy !u~x !uK1~q !&
5qm
qaxb2qbxa
qx f KE Da if uu~a i ,m!e2iq(xa11yva3)
1~gma
’ qb2gmb
’ qa!E Da if’~a i ,m!e2iq(xa11yva3).
~49!
In the above, G˜ ab5 12 eabrsGrs, Grs5gs la/2 Ga
rs
, Da i
5da1da2da3d(12a12a22a3), and gab’ 5gab2(xaqb
1xbqa)/qx . Both twist-3 and twist-4 distribution ampli-
tudes contribute at the same order. They are parametrized by
f3K~a i ,m!5360a1a2a3
2X11a~m! 12 ~7a323 !1b~m!
3@224a1a228a3~12a3!#1c~m!
3 S 3a1a222a313a32 D C, ~50!
f’~a i ,m!530d2~m!~a12a2!a3
2F13 12e~m!~122a3!G ,
~51!
f uu~a i ,m!5120d2~m!e~m!~a12a2!a1a2a3 , ~52!
f˜’~a i ,m!530d2~m!a3
2~12a3!F13 12e~m!~122a3!G ,
~53!
f˜ uu~a i ,m!52120d2~m!a1a2a3F13 1e~m!~123a3!G .
~54!03400The parameters are estimated from sum rules @20,21# and the
values are listed in @3#. In the numerical evaluation we use
the asymptotic form of the above expressions where
a(m),b(m),c(m), and e(m) dependence is neglected. The
asymptotic expressions for twist-3 and twist-4 distribution
amplitudes should provide sufficiently reliable estimates of
already subleading contributions.
The QCD calculation of two diagrams in Fig. 3 at the
twist 3 level yields
Ftw3
(p2k)52
mb f 3K
4p2
E
0
1
dvE Da i f3K~a i ,m!
mb
22@p1q~12a1!#2
3E
0
1
dx
2x2~12x !
mc
22Q¯ 2x~12x !
q~p2k !@~22v !qk
12~12v !q~p2k !# , ~55!
where Q¯ 5p2k1va3q . Comparing the above expression
with the one obtained for the B→pp case @Eq. ~26! in @10##,
we can see that there is an additional x-integral for the mas-
sive cc¯ loop. Otherwise, the expressions are the same and for
mc→0 the result from Eq. ~26! in @10# is exactly recovered,
up to a sign, which can be traced back to a difference be-
tween the pseudoscalar and vector currents interpolating p
and J/c , respectively.
By changing the order and variables of integration one
can bring the above expression into the following form:
Ftw3
(p2k)5
mb f 3K
16p2
E
4m
c
2
‘ ds
s2~p2k !2
E
0
124m
c
2/s dy
2Ay
3E
x(s ,y ,P2)
1 du
mb
22~p1qu !2
3E
x(s ,y ,P2)
u dv
v2
f3K~12u ,u2v ,v !
3F s2 4mc212y 1~~p1q !22p2!2v2x~s ,y ,P2!G ,
~56!
and4-8
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s2
4mc
2
12y
s2P2
. ~57!
It is important to emphasize here that the above expres-
sion ~56! is defined only for large spacelike momentum
uP2u;mb
2
. Furthermore, the expression ~56! does not have a
needed double dispersion form.03400In order to proceed we write
Ftw3
(p2k)5
1
pE4m
c
2
‘ ds
s2~p2k !2
Ims Ftw3
(p2k)s ,~p1q !2,P2,p2,
~58!
whereImsFtw3
(p2k)s ,~p1q !2,P2,p25 mb f 3K16p E0124mc
2/s dy
2Ay
E
x(s ,y ,P2)
1 du
mb
22~p1qu !2
3E
x(s ,y ,P2)
u dv
v2
f3K~12u ,u2v ,v !F s2 4mc212y 1~~p1q !22p2!2v2x~s ,y ,P2!G . ~59!
Now, it is possible to use the quark-hadron duality in the J/c channel and to subtract the J/c continuum states by
approximating them by Eq. ~59!, which changes the upper limit of s integration in Eq. ~58! to s0J/c;15 GeV2. This restriction
of the s integration enables the expansion of the imaginary part ImsFtw3 in the x(s ,y ,P2) variable. To reach the satisfactory
precision we expand Eq. ~59! up to order O(x3):
ImsFtw3
(p2k)s ,~p1q !2,P25 mb f 3K
16p2
E
0
1 du
mb
22~p1qu !2
E
0
124m
c
2/s dy
2Ay
3H E0u dvv2 f3K~12u ,u2v ,v !F s2 4mc212y 12v@~p1q !22p2#G
2F E0u dvv2 f3K~12u ,u2v ,v !~~p1q !22p2!
1S s2 4mc212y D S 1v2 f3K~12u ,u2v ,v !D
v50
Gx~s ,y ,P2!
2S s2 4mc212y D F ]]v S 1v2 f3K~12u ,u2v ,v !D G
v50
x2~s ,y ,P2!
2 J 1O~x3!. ~60!In the above expression it is important to keep in mind
that s receives values in the range 4mc
2,s,s0
J/c
. It also has
to be noted that the coefficients in the expansion are P2
independent objects. So, although the above expression was
derived for P2,0, the complete expression ~40! for the
physical amplitude B→J/cK is an analytic function in P2
and it can be analytically continued to the positive values of
P25mB
2
. The result is more reliable for smaller O(s/P2)
corrections. In our case, although the expansion is
well converging, the first order correction in ;x(s ,y ,P2)amounts to ;25%, which is significantly larger than
the corresponding correction ;s0
p/P2;O(1 GeV/mB2 ) in
the B→pp case. Therefore, in the calculation of the soft
nonfactorizable correction for B→J/cK , the analytical
continuation of P2 to its positive value embeds an unavoid-
able theoretical uncertainty. However, O(x2) corrections are
already at a percent level, and the expansion is well converg-
ing.
The same procedure employed for twist-4 contributions
gives a somewhat more complicated result:4-9
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(p2k)5
mb
2 f K
8p2
E
4m
c
2
‘ ds
s2~p2k !2
E
0
124m
c
2/s dy
2Ay
E
x(s ,y ,P2)
1 du
mb
22~p1qu !2
E
x(s ,y ,P2)
u dv
v
f˜’~12u ,u2v ,v !F32 2v x~s ,y ,P2!G
1
mb
2 f K
8p2
E
4m
c
2
‘ ds
s2~p2k !2
E
0
124m
c
2/s dy
2Ay
E
x(s ,y ,P2)
1 du
@mb
22~p1qu !2#2
E
x(s ,y ,P2)
u dv
v2
F1~12u ,v !
3F s2 4mc212y 1@~p1q !22p2#~2v1x~s ,y ,P2!!G2 mb
2 f K
8p2
E
4m
c
2
‘ ds
s2~p2k !2
E
0
124m
c
2/s dy
2Ay
3E
x(s ,y ,P2)
1 du
@mb
22~p1qu !2#2
F2~u !
u2
F s2 4mc212y 1@~p1q !22p2#@2u1x~s ,y ,P2!#G
2
mb
2 f K
8p2
E
4m
c
2
‘ ds
@s2~p2k !2#2
E
0
124m
c
2/s dy
2Ay
12y
12y2
4mc
2
P2
E
x(s ,y ,P2)
1 du
mb
22~p2qu !2
F2~u !
u2
3F x~s ,y ,P2!
2P2
~2 q~p2k !!2S 12 x~s ,y ,P2!
u
qk
qp D G . ~61!Here, qk5 12 @(p2k)22P21(p1q)22p2# and qp
5 12 @(p1q)22p2)].
The twist-4 wave functions appear in combinations
F1~u ,v !5E
0
u
dv~f˜’~v ,12v2v ,v !
1f˜ uu~v ,12v2v ,v !!,
F2~u !5E
0
u
dv8E
0
12v8dv9f˜’~v9,12v92v8,v8!
1f˜ uu~v9,12v92v8,v8!. ~62!
The first term in Eq. ~61! can be treated in a similar way
as the twist-3 part, Ftw3
(p2k)
, expanding in x(s ,y ,P2) with the
result
Ftw4
(p2k)5
mb
2 f K
8p2
E
4m
c
2
s0
J/c ds
s2~p2k !2
E
0
1 du
mb
22~p1qu !2
3E
0
124m
c
2/s dy
2Ay
E
0
u dv
v2
f˜’~12u ,u2v ,v !
3F32 2v x~s ,y ,P2!G1O~x3!. ~63!
Other parts in Eq. ~61! contain denominators of a form0340041
@s2~p2k !2#2
or
1
@mb
22~p1uq !2#2
, ~64!
which are typical for twist-4 contributions.
To be able to deal with such terms we perform a partial
integration. However, the problem is the subtraction of a
continuum for such terms because the complete expression
does not possess the needed dispersion form, where the had-
ronic spectral density can be identified with the imaginary
part of the QCD amplitude, unless the surface terms are
equal to zero. Fortunately, twist-4 contributions with the
higher power of denominators numerically appear to be sup-
pressed. Their contribution, neglecting the surface terms, is
in the region of a few percent. Uncertainties involved in the
LCSR calculation are certainly much larger, and we argue
that the contributions with the higher power of denominators
in the twist-4 part can be safely neglected in the numerical
calculation.
It is important to emphasize that due to the specific con-
figuration of momenta, imposed by the J/c continuum sub-
traction, the analytical continuation of P2 does not produce
an imaginary phase. From this continuation, one would ex-
pect to get an imaginary phase in the penguin contributions
of operators O1 and O2. The phase is typical for such kind of
contributions and known as the BSS phase @19#. However,
the penguin contributions in the process under the consider-
ation are suppressed in the large Nc limit by 1/Nc ~addition-
ally to the 1/Nc suppression of the emission amplitude cal-
culated here!, and are beyond the scope of this calculation.
Putting twist-3, Eqs. ~58! and ~60!, and twist-4 Eq. ~63!,
expressions together and subtracting the continuum of B
states, the final expression for the soft contributions to the
B→J/cK amplitude, in the approximations discussed above,
has the form-10
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52eqmJ/c f J/c 14p2 f J/c2 E4mc2
s0
J/c
ds
~mJ/c
2 1Q02!n11
~s1Q02!n11
1
2mB
2 f B
E
u0
B
1 du
u
e $(mB
2
2[mb
2
2mJ/c
2 (12u)]/u%/M2
3E
0
12 4m
c
2/s dy
2Ay
mb
mB
2 2mJ/c
2 H f 3K2 F E0udvv2 f3K~12u ,u2v ,v !S mb22mJ/c2u @2v2x~s ,y ,mB2 !#1s2 4mc212y D
2S s2 4mc212y D S 1v2 f3K~12u ,u2v ,v !D
v50
x~s ,y ,mB
2 !2S s2 4mc212y D F ]]v S 1v2 f3K~12u ,u2v ,v !D G
v50
x2~s ,y ,mB
2 !
2 G
1mb f KE
0
u dv
v2
f˜’~12u ,u2v ,v !F32 2v x~s ,y ,mB2 !G J , ~65!where u0
B5(mb22mJ/c2 )/(s0B2mJ/c2 ).
VI. NUMERICAL PREDICTIONS
Before giving numerical predictions on the soft nonfactor-
izable contributions, we have first to specify the numerical
values of the parameters used.
For parameters in the B channel we use mB55.1 GeV and
the values taken from @11#: f B5180630 GeV, mb54.7
60.1 GeV, and s0
B53562 GeV2. For J/c we use the fol-
lowing: mJ/c53.1 GeV, f J/c50.40560.014 GeV from Eq.
~8!, mc51.2560.1, and s0J/c51562 GeV2 @17#. The K me-
son decay constant is taken as f K50.16 GeV. For parameters
which enter the coefficients of the twist-3 and twist-4 kaon
wave functions we suppose that f 3p. f 3K and dK2 .dp2 , and
take f 3K50.0026 GeV, d2(mb)50.17 GeV, where
mb5AmB2 2mb2;mb/2;2.4 GeV @20,21#.
Like in any sum rule calculation it is important that the
stability criteria for Eq. ~40! are established by finding the
window in n and M 2 parameters in which, on the one hand,
excited and continuum states are suppressed and on the other
hand, a reliable perturbative QCD calculation is possible.
The stability region for the Borel parameter is found in the
interval M 251062 GeV2, known also from the other LCSR
calculation of B meson properties. Concerning moments in
the J/c channel, the calculation is rather stable on the
change of n in the interval n54 – 6. Q02 is parametrized by
Q0254mc2j , where j is usually allowed to take values from 0
to 1. As it was argued in @17#, where sum rules were applied
for calculating the mass of J/c , and were also observed in
our calculation, at Q0250 (j50) there is essentially no sta-
bility plateau where n is small enough that the QCD result is
reliable and at the same time the lowest lying resonance
dominates. A more stable result is achieved for jÞ0. How-
ever, the result appears to be sensitive at most to the varia-
tion of the parameters s0
B and s0
J/c
.
The numerical results for the soft nonfactorizable contri-
butions are as follows:
F˜ BK , tw3
1 ~mb!50.0051, F˜ BK , tw41 ~mb!50.0089, ~66!034004calculated at the typical mb;mb/2 scale of LCSR calcula-
tion. The above values are obtained for n55, M B2
510 GeV2, and j50.5. In general, one could expect that
twist-4 contributions are relatively O(1/mb) suppressed with
respect to the twist-3 part and therefore are smaller. How-
ever, careful study of the heavy-quark mass behavior of the
final expression ~65! shows that in the heavy-quark limit the
twist-3 and twist-4 contributions are of the same order @and
are both suppressed by 1/mb with respect to the factorizable
part ~44!#. Therefore it is not surprising that the numerical
contribution of the twist-4 part is relatively large. Even- and
odd-twist contributions stem from different chiral structures
of the b-quark propagator and are, therefore, independent.
The 1/mb suppression should, however, certainly be true
when we compare even~odd!-twist contributions among
themselves ~i.e., the twist-4 with the twist-2 contribution; the
twist-5 with the twist-3 part etc.!.
The variation of the sum rule parameters implies the val-
ues:
F˜ BK , tw3
1 ~mb!50.00420.007,
F˜ BK , tw4
1 ~mb!50.00620.012, ~67!
and the final value
F˜ BK
1 ~mb!50.01120.018. ~68!
First, we note that the nonfactorizable part ~68! is much
smaller than the B2K transition form factor ~10! which en-
ters the factorization result. It is also significantly smaller
than its value ~19! extracted from experiments. Nevertheless,
its influence on the final prediction for a2 is significant be-
cause of the large coefficient 2C1(m) multiplying it. Further-
more, one has to emphasize that F˜ BK
1 is a positive quantity.
Therefore we do not find a theoretical support for the large
Nc limit assumption discussed in Sec. I, that the factorizable
part proportional to C1(m)/3 should at least be partially can-
celed by the nonfactorizable part. Our result also contradicts
the result of the earlier application of QCD sum rules to B-11
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F˜ BK
1 was found. However, earlier applications of QCD sum
rules to exclusive B decays exhibit some deficiencies dis-
cussed in @10#. In @3#, mainly the problem was the separation
of the ground state contribution in the B-channel and the
wrong mb→‘ limit of higher-twist terms obtained by using
the short-distance expansion of the four-point correlation
function. In this work, following the procedure taken from
@10#, the problem is solved by introducing the auxiliarly mo-
mentum k in the b-decay vertex and by applying the QCD
light-cone sum rules.
Using the same values for the NLO Wilson coefficients as
in Sec. II, one gets from Eq. ~68! for the effective coefficient
a2 the following value:
a2;0.1520.18 um5mb. ~69!
Although the soft correction contributes at the order of
;30% – 70%, the net result ~69! is still by approximately a
factor of 2 smaller than the experimentally determined value
~17!.
VII. QCD FACTORIZATION FOR THE B\JÕcK DECAYS
AND THE IMPACT OF SOFT NONFACTORIZABLE
CORRECTIONS
In an expansion in 1/mb and as , matrix elements for
some of the two-body decays of a B meson can be computed
consistently by the QCD factorization method @1#. This
model applied to the B→J/cK decay gives
^J/cKuOuB&5^Kus¯GmbuB&^J/cuc¯Gncu0&
3F11O~as!1OS LQCDmb D G
5FBK~mJ/c
2 !E
0
1
TI~u !fJ/c~u !
1E djdudvTII~j ,u ,v !fB~j!fK~v !fJ/c~u !
1OS LQCD
mb
D . ~70!
TI and TII are perturbatively calculable hard scattering ker-
nels and fM5B ,K ,J/p are meson light-cone distribution am-
plitudes. TI starts at order O(as0), and at higher order of as
contains nonfactorizable corrections from hard gluon ex-
change or penguin topologies. Hard nonfactorizable correc-
tions in which the spectator of B meson contribute are iso-
lated in TII. Soft nonfactorizable corrections denoted above
as O(LQCD /mb) effects cannot be calculated in the QCD
factorization approach. According to some general consider-
ations @1# these effects are expected to be suppressed, but
there is no real confirmation of this conclusion.
In the limit mc;mb→‘ , it can be shown @1# that at the
leading order in 1/mb there is no long distance interactions
between J/c and the rest B2K system and the factorization034004holds. Actually, the J/c case is somewhat exceptional, since
soft gluons in this limit are suppressed only by a factor
LQCD /(mbas) @1# rather than by LQCD /mb like, for ex-
ample, in the B→Dp decay, for which the factorization has
to be proved at the two-loop level. If J/c is treated as a light
meson relative to B, then the factorization is recovered at the
mc /mb→0 limit. Unfortunately, for the higher 1/mb correc-
tions, the factorization breaks down @1#.
In connection to Eq. ~70! the following should be empha-
sized. In the heavy quark limit mb→‘ the hard scattering
kernel TI is nothing else but the J/c meson decay constant
and by neglecting as and O(LQCD /mb) corrections, the na-
ive factorization result ~6! is recovered. In the hard correc-
tions appear J/c and B meson light-cone distribution ampli-
tudes. Under the assumption that mc!mb , the light-cone
distribution amplitudes for J/c can be taken to be equal to
that of the r meson, as it was done in @5# ~vector meson
distribution amplitudes were elaborated in @22#!, although
this assumption is not completely justified. However, we
cannot say much about the B meson distribution amplitude,
except that it can be modeled or extracted from the experi-
mental data @23#, which is again model dependent. Fortu-
nately, after some simplification, the result depends only on
the first moment of the fB , *0
1djfB(j)/j5mB /lB , and
therefore there is a need for fixing just one parameter, lB .
There is not much known about this parameter, except its
upper bound, 3lB<4(mB2mb), or effectively, lB
,600 MeV @24#.
Here, we would like to discuss our results for the soft
nonfactorizable contributions in comparison with the hard
nonfactorizable effects calculated in QCD factorization ap-
proach. As it was already noted in @10#, in the heavy quark
limit the soft nonfactorizable contributions are suppressed by
1/mb in comparison to the twist-2 factorizable part, which
confirms the expansion in Eq. ~70!. With the inclusion of the
hard nonfactorizable corrections, the a2 parameter ~15! ap-
pears as follows:
a25C2~m!1
C1~m!
3 12C1~m!FasFhard~m!1 F˜ BK1 ~m!FBK1 ~mJ/c2 !G .
~71!
The hard nonfactorizable contribution Fhard was calcu-
lated in @5#. The analysis was done up to twist-3 terms for the
K meson wave function which enters the calculation of the
TII hard scattering kernel in Eq. ~70!. It is a well known
feature of QCD factorization that it breaks down by inclusion
of higher-twist effects. The hard scattering kernel TII be-
comes logarithmically divergent, which signalizes that it is
dominated by the soft gluon exchange between the constitu-
ents of the J/c and the spectator quark in the B meson. In the
QCD factorization this logarithmic divergence is usually pa-
rametrized by some arbitrary complex parameter r as
*0
1dv/v5ln(mB /LQCD)1r and although it is suppressed by
1/mb , this contribution is chirally enhanced by a factor
2mK
2 /@(ms1mu)# . This large correction makes it dangerous-12
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due to the possible large uncertainties in the determination of
the r parameter.
The estimation done in the QCD factorization @5# shows
hard-gluon exchange corrections to the naive factorization
result of the order of ;25%, predicted by the LO calculation
with the twist-2 kaon distribution amplitude. Unlikely large
corrections are obtained by inclusion of the twist-3 kaon dis-
tribution amplitude. Anyhow, due to the obvious dominance
of soft contributions to the twist-3 part of the hard correc-
tions in the QCD factorization @1#, it is very likely that some
double counting of soft effects could appear if we naively
compare the results. Therefore, taking only the twist-2 hard
nonfactorizable corrections from @5# into account, recalcu-
lated at the mb scale, our prediction ~69! changes to
ua2u50.1720.19 um5mb. ~72!
The prediction still remains to be too small to explain the
data.
Nevertheless, there are several things which have to be
stressed here. Soft nonfactorizable contributions are at least
equally important as nonfactorizable contributions from the
hard-gluon exchange, if not even the dominant ones. Soft
nonfactorizable contributions are of the positive sign, and the
same seems to be valid also for the hard corrections. While
hard nonfactorizable corrections have an imaginary part, in
the calculation of soft contributions the penguin topologies
as potential sources for the appearance of an imaginary phase
were not discussed, but they are expected to be small.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have discussed the nonfactorizable contributions to
the B→J/cK decay and have calculated leading soft nonfac-
torizable corrections using QCD light-cone sum rules. In034004spite of the theoretical uncertainties involved by the applica-
tion of the LCSR method to the B→J/cK decay discussed
in Sec. V, and the possible influence of higher charmonium
resonances on the sum rule, the predicted correction clearly
favors the positive value for F˜ BK
1 and therefore of a2.
Recent first observations of the color-suppressed decays
of the type B¯ 0→D (*)0p0 by CLEO @25# and BELLE @26#
also indicate a positive value for the a2 parameter. Although
these data show that a2 is a process dependent quantity,
which is clearly exhibited by the difference in the prediction
for a2 in B¯ 0→D (*)0p0 and B→J/cK decays by almost a
factor 2 @ ua2(B¯ 0→D [0(*)]p0)u50.5760.06 vs ua2(B
→J/cK)u50.2860.03# , the positive value for a2 can be
clearly deduced in both cases. This is just opposite to the
predicted negative values of this parameter in D meson de-
cays. The tendency to a positive value of a2 in B decays was
also observed in the global fit of decay amplitudes to the data
@6#, where the arguments in favor of a sign change of a2
from negative to positive when going from D to B decays
were presented.
Moreover, these recent experimental results on B¯ 0
→D (*)0p0 point out large nonfactorizable contributions, as
well as the large final state interaction phases in the color-
suppressed ~class-II! decays @27#. Soft corrections obtained
in this paper add up to this picture being significantly larger
than soft corrections in the B→pp decay.
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